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1

In 20 words or less, describe
why are you standing for
(re)election to council?

I have experience in
Economics, senior Council
finance role and seek
representing the 75% of
population in the ward which
are Christian.

I'm standing for more green
spaces, solar energy,
community power, ecological
sustainability, ethical
governance, heritage and
affordable housing.

CLIMATE SCIENCE
2 Do you agree with climate scientists who tell us that:

2a

the Earth is already too hot?

2b

we face a climate
emergency?
greenhouse gas emissions
must be reduced to zero
within a decade, not
decades?
we must begin to draw down
excess carbon dioxide
already in the atmosphere
until we restore a safe level?

2c
2d

Its a warming cycle but no
evidence it is permanent
warming. There was an ice in
the middle ages for 150 years
which obviously resolved
without human intervention. at
this stage the eveidence
suggests this will self resolve
also.

Yes

No

Yes

The earth survived hundeds of
volcanos releasing emissions zero emissions is illogical.

Yes

Yes

Yes

CLIMATE ACTION
3
3a

Are you supportive or in
opposition to the Adani coal
mine in Queensland?
Will you publicly state this
position in your election
campaign?

I oppose it

I oppose it

Yes

Yes

I will educate residents about
climate and environmental
sustainability

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4 If elected will you:
4a
4b
4c

educate municipality
residents and stakeholders
about the climate
emergency?
put pressure on other levels
of government to act?
initiate and support council
measures to rapidly reduce
the municipality’s emissions
towards net zero and draw
down carbon dioxide?
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initiate and support
measures to protect
vulnerable people and
ecosystems within the
municipality from dangerous
climate impacts?

Yes

Yes

CLIMATE EMERGENCY PETITION
5

Have you signed or would
you like to sign the Climate
Emergency Declaration?

Not sure

I have signed

FITZGERALD PRINCIPLES

6

Do you promise to adhere to
the Fitzgerald principles of
good government?·
To
act honourably and fairly
and solely in the public
interest·
To treat all
citizens equally·
To tell
the truth·
Not to mislead
or deceive·
Not to
withhold or obfuscate
information to which voters
are entitled·
Not to spend
public money except for
public benefit·
Not to use
your position or information
gained from your position
for your benefit or the
benefit of a family member,
friend, political party or other
related entity

The principles are sound
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